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Abstract

Limb measurements provided by the SCanning Imaging Absorption spectrometer for
Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY) on the ENVISAT satellite allow retrieving
stratospheric profiles of various trace gases on a global scale, among them BrO for
the first time. For limb observations in the UV/VIS spectral region the instrument mea-5

sures scattered light with a complex distribution of light paths: the light is measured
at different elevation angles and can be scattered or absorbed in the atmosphere or
reflected by the ground. By means of spectroscopy and radiative transfer modelling
the measurements can be inverted to retrieve the vertical distribution of stratospheric
trace gases.10

A full spherical 3-D Monte Carlo radiative transfer model “Tracy-II” is applied in this
study. The Monte Carlo method benefits from conceptual simplicity and allows realizing
the concept of full spherical geometry of the atmosphere and also its 3-D properties,
which is important for a realistic description of the limb geometry. Furthermore it allows
accounting for horizontal gradients in the distribution of trace gases.15

In this study the effect ofhorizontal inhomogeneous distributions of trace gases on the
retrieval of profiles from limb measurements of scattered UV/VIS light is investigated.
We introduce a method to correct for this effect by combining consecutive limb scanning
sequences and utilizing the overlap in their measurement sensitivity regions. It is found
that if horizontal inhomogenity is not properly accounted for, typical errors of 20% for20

NO2 and up to 50% for OClO around the altitude of the profile peak can arise for
measurements close to the Arctic polar vortex boundary in boreal winter.

1 Introduction

Compared to nadir observations(i.e. space borne instruments is looking perpendicu-
larly to the surface of the Earth) which provide knowledge of the total column density25

and very limited information about profile, measurements in limb geometry (i.e. tan-
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gential view in respect to the Earth surface) provide further opportunities to extract
height resolved profile information. This is achieved by measuring backscattered light
from air masses at different elevation angles corresponding to different tangent heights.
Satellite instruments such as the Optical Spectrograph and Infrared Imager System
(OSIRIS) on the Odin satellite (Llewellyn et al., 2004), SCIAMACHY on ENVISAT5

(Bovensmann et al., 1999), and also the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment
(SAGE III) on the Meteor 3 have limb observation possibilities (Rault, 2005) in the
UV/VIS spectral region.

The SCIAMACHY instrument on theENVISAT satellite whose measurements are ap-
plied in this study is operating in a near polar sun synchronous orbit with an inclination10

from the equatorial plane of ∼98.5◦. It is performing one orbit in approximately 100 min
with equator crossing time of 10:00 in descending mode. The satellite probes the
atmosphere at the day side of Earth in alternating sequences of nadir and limb mea-
surements. Limb scans in one scanning sequence are performed with approximately
3.3 km elevation steps at the tangent point (TP). The swath across flying direction is15

960 km at the TP and consists of 4 pixels. The field of view (FOV) is 0.045◦ in eleva-
tion and 1.8◦ in azimuth. This corresponds to approximately 2.5 km and 110 km at TP,
respectively. SCIAMACHY is measuring in the UV-VIS-NIR spectral range from 240
to 2380 nm with a spectral resolution of approximately 0.25 to 0.55 nm in the UV-VIS
range. More instrumental details can be found in Bovensmann et al. (1999).20

The limb geometry is characterizedby very slant and thus long lines of sight (LOS)
through the atmosphere crossing extended volumes of air masses. In existing limb
retrieval algorithms from SCIAMACHY limb spectra (Sioris et al., 2004; Rozanov et al.,
2005; Kühl, 2005; Sinnhuber et al., 2005; Sioris et al., 2006; Puķı̄te et al., 2006; Kühl
et al., 2007) the retrieval of profiles is performed for every limb scanning sequence25

separately.
However, large variability inthe concentrations of the photochemically active trace

gases can occur along the long line of sight: If the model assumes horizontally homo-
geneous distribution, horizontal inhomogenity in the spatial distributions of atmospheric
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trace gases is introducing systematical errors in profile retrievals from limb measure-
ments. Approaches to correct for this effect applying photochemical modelling have
been described recently (Natarajan et al., 2005; McLinden et al., 2006; Sioris et al.,
2006).

The aim of this study is to demonstratea possibility to correct for the horizontal gra-5

dient effect from the observations by combining consecutive limb scanning sequences
without input from chemical modelling. For infrared spectra, a direct inversion algorithm
developed for MIPAS instrument (also flown on ENVISAT) was introduced to retrieve
temperature, pressure and trace gases simultaneously for all limb scanning sequences
of one orbit taking into account horizontal variability (Carlotti et al., 2001; Ridolfi et al.,10

2004; Carlotti et al., 2006).
In this study a distance of only 3.75◦ between satellite positions (corresponding

to approx. 415 km along the Earth‘s surface) of consecutive scanning states for the
northern part of a SCIAMACHY orbit will be used to study the impact of horizontal in-
homogenity for limb measurements of scattered light in the UV/VIS spectral range. For15

that purpose, an overlap between largely extended sensitivity regions of consecutive
scanning sequences is utilized. For our retrieval we apply a two step method (Kühl,
2005; Puķı̄te et al., 2006; Kühl et al., 2007). Similar approaches have been described
by Haley et al. (2004), Krecl et al. (2006), Sioris et al. (2006).

The 3-D full spherical Monte Carlo radiative transfer modelling (RTM) allows the in-20

troduction of a 2-D air mass factor concept, varying not only in altitude but also in
latitude (for definition please refer to Sect. 4.2). It enables the estimation of sensitiv-
ity regions of limb measurements and allows the simultaneous inversion of many limb
scanning sequences, thereby providing the 2-D field of spatial distribution of concentra-
tions of trace gases. In this article we investigate how the 2-D air mass factor concept25

can be applied to correct for the horizontal gradient effect. The retrieved profiles re-
sulting by applying either 1-D or 2-D air mass factors are compared for selected case
studies.
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2 Retrieval algorithm

An algorithm for the retrieval of NO2, BrO and OClO vertical profiles from the SCIA-
MACHY limb measurements was developed in our group (Kühl, 2005; Puķı̄te et al.,
2006). It allows the efficient retrieval of trace gas profiles, and shows a good agree-
ment of the retrieved BrO and NO2 profiles with balloon measurements (Dorf et al.,5

2006; Butz et al., 2006; Kühl et al., 2007). The retrieval of vertical trace gas profiles
from SCIAMACHY measured limb spectra is done in two steps as illustrated in Fig. 1.
In the first step, slant column densities (SCDs) of the trace gases are derived from the
SCIAMACHY limb spectra by Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS).
Second, the trace gas SCDs are converted into vertical concentration profiles applying10

RTM. Inversion is performed either by the optimal estimation method or a least squares
approach. For the algorithm details please refer to Puķı̄te et al. (2006).

3 Radiative transfer modelling

We apply the 3-D full spherical Monte Carlo radiative transfer model “Tracy-II”
(Deutschmann and Wagner, 2007; Wagner et al., 2007) to calculate box AMFs (i.e. the15

ratio between slant and vertical column for the considered atmospheric region) which
are necessary to retrieve number density profiles of trace gases from the measured
SCDs. The largest advantage of Monte Carlo models in limb geometry is that they
properly take into account Earth´s sphericity both for single and multiple scattering
(Oikarinen et al., 1999; Loughman et al., 2004). Furthermore they also provide the20

possibility to simulate to a high degree an inhomogeneous atmosphere. The model
does not take into account refraction since it would require additional computer power
but its effect was found to be negligible for altitudes above 12 km (see e.g. Sioris et
al., 2006). Also aerosols and clouds are not included. The aerosol extinction is much
lower compared to extinction by Rayleigh scattering in the stratosphere. Also, because25

of the slantness of limb observations the measurements are practically insensitive to
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the atmosphere below the tangent height.
For temperature, pressure and ozone we apply a model simulation provided by Brühl

and Crutzen (1993). It should be noted that in some individual cases temperature,
pressure and ozone concentration might differ considerably. From sensitivity studies
we found that the related errors in profile retrieval can be up to 10%. However the5

conclusions of this study are not affected by these systematic effects.

3.1 Spatial sensitivity

The instrument measures light scattered into the LOS either directly from the incoming
solar radiation, or being scattered previously by the atmosphere or the ground below.
The limb geometry is characterized by relatively long paths of light along the LOS af-10

ter the last scattering event in comparison to the paths before the atmospheric last
scattering event. Along the LOS the instrument has different sensitivities for different
locations in the atmosphere. In general the instrument exhibits higher sensitivity to air
masses closer to instrument since the light contributing to the measurement integrates
along the line of sight (see schematic view in Fig. 2). The sensitivity varies considerably15

for the different elevations, mainly due to scattering on air molecules. Also absorption
(especially ozone) and scattering by aerosols, clouds and reflection at the ground mod-
ify the measured light intensity. For high altitudes, where the atmosphere is optically
transparent, a nearly symmetrical distribution across the tangent point (TP) of photons
being scattered into the LOS is observed by the model. For the retrieval at low altitudes20

a limiting factor is the large possibility for Rayleigh scattering i.e. the atmosphere is op-
tically thick. Furthermore, usually clouds are present along the LOS at low altitudes,
also preventing sensitivity for low atmospheric layers.

Therefore at low elevations with an optically dense atmosphere, more photons con-
tribute from volumes of the side between TP and instrument. Thus, besides the low25

sensitivity for altitudes below 12–15 km a shift of the sensitivity towards regions on the
side between TP and instrument occurs. This also means (as it will be seen later in
Sect. 4.2) that the measured spectra practically contain no information about regions
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around the TP for low elevations.

3.2 Horizontal gradients

Photochemically active species like BrO, NO2 and OClO can vary significantly in space
and time due to their dependence on solar illumination, atmospheric chemistry and
transport. The large extension over which satellite limb observations are sensitive5

requires the consideration of gradients in the trace gas distributions. Since the instru-
ment is more sensitive to the air masses closer to it, this side will have a larger effect
on measurement results. If horizontal gradients exist, algorithms which do not account
for the horizontal variation of trace gases will introduce errors in the retrieval: If the
concentration gradient in the instrument direction is positive this will lead to a higher10

concentration as in reality and the peak values will tend to appear at lower altitudes:
Higher concentration values towards the instrument will be wrongly accounted for the
place where the measurement is assumed to be taken (for the TP). Vice versa for
negative gradients the opposite is the case.

Algorithms assuming homogeneous horizontal distributions do not take into account15

that the LOS is crossing regions with concentrations different to those that appear
around tangent point. For situations with significant horizontal inhomogeneous distri-
bution this will lead to increased systematic errors in the profile retrieval.

4 Two-dimensional retrieval

4.1 The retrieval approach20

In order to account for possible gradients in the profile retrieval we suggest a two di-
mensional retrieval where we combine consecutive limb scanning sequences and de-
scribe the measurement as a superposition not only regarding varying altitude but also
latitude parameters. In this approach we invert measurement sequences of one orbit
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simultaneously, including in the retrieval the information about the horizontal sensitivity
of the measurements. Thus, the 2-D approach is distinguishing between air volumes
at different regions along line of sight. Precondition for an improvement with respect to
the one-dimensional algorithm is that the change of the atmospheric trace gas concen-
trations (particularly because of SZA change and transport of air) in time is negligible.5

The SZA change in time (in January) for consecutive scanning sequence in the North
is from ∼0.025◦ (most northern state) to ∼0.07◦ (around 60◦ N) during the time (∼1 min)
which is necessary to cross the distance between two following scanning sequences
(Fig. 3, left panel indicated with red circle). This difference in the SZA is not resulting in
significant profile changes of the considered absorbers. Also the spatial distance be-10

tween the following scanning sequences should be small enough so that they in some
extent overlap (see Fig. 3) and at least be less than the sensitivity region of one limb
measurement. Both criteria are fulfilled for the northern part of SCIAMACHY orbits,
where the first 3 or 4 limb scanning sequences (indicated for an example in the right
panel of Fig. 3) are performed without nadir observations in between.15

4.2 Two-dimensional box air mass factors

Figure 4 shows 1-D box AMFs calculated by the RTM Tracy-II as function of tangent
height. For an instrument elevation z they are defined as ratio of the slant column
density SCDiz of the particular atmospheric layer i and the vertical column density
V CDi of this layer:20

AMFiz =
SCDiz

V CDi
(1)

Equation (1) is strictly valid for cases of weak absorption which is the case for OClO
and NO2 in the wavelength regions considered in the study. The box AMFs depicted in
Fig. 4 demonstrate only the sensitivity to vertically resolved but horizontally homoge-
neous atmospheric layers.25
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For the 2-D inversion the air mass factors are defined as varying not only in altitude
but also in latitude j :

AMFi jz =
SCDi jz

V CDi j
(2)

The 2-D box AMFs describe the spatial character of the sensitivity of limb measure-
ments in a more appropriate way, see Fig. 5. The enhanced sensitivity for regions5

crossed by the line of sight can be nicely seen; also the higher sensitivity for the in-
strument side can be realized. Thespatial distribution of 2-D box AMFs for different
elevations of the instrument’s LOS is depicted in Fig. 6 for a pure Rayleigh atmosphere
i.e. without clouds and aerosols. The latitudinal borders of the boxes are selected as
midpoints between the tangent points (TP) of the scanning sequences of the instru-10

ment. Because of increased Rayleigh scattering at low elevation of LOS (see example
given for elevation of 9 km in the Fig. 6) the contribution of light to the measurement is
small close to TP (TP for the given example is at 61.8◦ N) and therefore the sensitivity
for low altitudes (<15 km) around the TP is low. The sensitivity increases with elevation
altitude. Since the box AMFs are dependent on the slantness of the light paths, large15

values and thus high sensitivity for high elevations occur around the TP. The fact that
the light after the last scattering event moves towards the instrument along a very slant
trajectory leads to high values of 2-D box AMFs along the line of sight.

Figure 6 illustrates also the wavelength dependency of the box AMFs: Due to larger
probability of Rayleigh scattering for smaller wavelengths the box AMFs at 380 nm are20

decreased with respect to the box AMFs at 435 nm.

5 Results

As an example we show retrievals of NO2 and OClO number density profiles for se-
lected orbits in January 2005. The retrieval is performed applying either 1-D or 2-D
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box AMFs in order to investigate if the 2-D box AMF concept can improve the pro-
file retrieval for situations where the distribution of the considered trace gas along the
LOS is inhomogeneous. The left panel in Fig. 7 shows the geolocation of the tangent
points corresponding to the limb measurement sequences of orbit 15 122 on 20 Jan-
uary 2005. The right panel gives an illustration of the potential vorticity at the 475 K5

level (approx. 19 km altitude) above the North Pole for the same day. The position of
the considered SCIAMACHY observations in the northern part of the selected orbit is
indicated with a red square in both maps (approx. 55◦ to 70◦ N).

The interesting limb scanning sequences are located at the boundary of the polar
vortex. Thus, due to denoxification inside the polar vortex, a strong negative gradient10

along the LOS (from the TP towards instrument) is expected for NO2. Vice versa, for
OClO a positive gradient is expected due to strong chlorine activation inside the polar
vortex in the extraordinary cold January 2005 (regarding stratospheric temperatures).
The retrieved NO2 and OClO number densities for the northern part of the selected
orbit are plotted as function of latitude and altitude, both for 1-D and 2-D approach, in15

Figs. 8 and 9 (left and right panels, respectively). It can be seen very clearly that the
NO2 number density is decreasing monotonically from 60◦ to 70◦ N (in particular at the
peak altitude of approx. 28 km). For OClO, a rapid increase occurs from 65◦ to 70◦ N
for altitudes between 15 and 18 km. Comparing the retrieved profiles for the 1-D and
2-D approach (dashed lines in Fig. 8 and lower panel in Fig. 9), significant differences20

appear. For the NO2 retrieval (left panels of Figs. 8 and 9) an increase of the values in
the 2-D approach is visible for altitudes from 21 to 30 km and latitude regions of 61–64◦

and 64–67◦ (dashed red and green lines respectively). While the largest increase from
0.8 to 1.2×109 i.e. 50% occurs at 27 km altitude for latitudes of 61–64◦ N, the typical
difference is around 20%.25

As can be seen from Fig. 6, the LOS for the 3rd scanning sequence (TP located at
∼63.5◦ N) crosses also regions of 64–67◦ N for a wide altitude range (∼20 km). In the
1-D retrieval, where a homogeneous distribution is assumed, the SCD retrieved in the
first step of the retrieval (see Sect. 2) is accounted only as a superposition of the trace
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gas abundances at different altitude levels. Therefore, also horizontal gradients will be
(wrongly) accounted as vertical number density changes. In other words, a decreased
measurement value due to lower NO2 values towards instrument will be interpreted as
a decrease in concentration values retrieved. However in the 2-D retrieval approach,
the model uses knowledge from the previous state assigning part of the measured5

SCDs to lower concentrations more to the North. For the same example of consecutive
limb scanning sequences in the northern part of the orbit 15 122 we applied the 2-D
approach on the retrieval of OClO profiles (see right panels in the Figs. 8 and 9).

Although the relative retrieval errors for OClO are larger (in comparison with NO2
retrieval), systematically lower concentrations for 2-D retrieval of OClO can be seen10

for latitudes below 67◦ N (or for regions 64–67◦ N (green line) and 61–64◦ N (red line)
corresponding to the second and third scanning sequence). Hence the 2-D approach
results in a more rapid decrease of OClO when leaving polar vortex, which is in better
agreement with expectations. For the example of orbit 15 122 demonstrated in the
Figs. 8 and 9 the strongest gradient of NO2 occurs when crossing the border of the15

Arctic polar vortex (as depicted in Fig. 7, right panel). Also the rapid decrease of OClO
is observed here. Other examples where strong gradients of NO2 occur are depicted
in Fig. 10 for orbits 14 979 on 10 January 2005 (panel a), 15 080 on 17 January 2005
(panel b), 15 088 on 18 January 2005 (panel c) and 15 149 on 22 January 2005 (panel
d).20

The largest improvements occur if the gradient is strong and appears for an ex-
tended altitude interval, see e.g. results for orbit 14 979 (latitude regions corresponding
to scanning sequences 3 and 4), results for orbits 15 080 and 15 149 (latitude regions
corresponding to scanning sequences 2 and 3 and also 3 and 4), and results for orbit
15 088 (scanning sequences 2 and 3), shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the dis-25

agreement between the 1-D and 2-D retrievals increases for lower altitudes if a strong
gradient exists. Also for OClO large difference between 1-D and 2-D retrievals can be
found as illustrated in Fig. 11. For many cases a decrease in the OClO concentrations
of 50% and more is found.
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In order to verify that the difference in the retrieval results for the 2-D approach is
indeed resulting from an improved description of the measurement sensitivity regions,
we also selected a case (orbit 15 146 on 22 January 2005) when practically no gradient
for NO2 is observed for the most northern part of orbit, see Fig. 12. Here the retrieval
applying either 1-D or 2-D box AMFs is resulting in very similar profiles. Thus, by5

utilizing the overlap of consecutive limb scanning sequences, the 2-D approach allows
an improved inversion of the related measurements. It has been demonstrated that
this approach is correcting for the effect of horizontal gradients in limb retrievals. Such
gradients can occur for several stratospheric trace gases due to their dependence on
meteorological conditions, transport, solar illumination and photochemistry.10

For the first limb scanning sequence of an orbit, where there is no overlap with
preceding measurements, strong gradients in photochemical active species like NO2
or OClO can occur, especially for large SZA. A method to correct for this diurnal effect
has been described by (McLinden et al., 2006). Currently, we are working on algorithm
to combine this photochemical modeling with the 2-D approach presented in the article15

at hand.

6 Conclusions

SCIAMACHY provides scattered light measurements in limb geometry from which at-
mospheric trace gas profiles can be successfully retrieved. The two step approach
(DOAS, RTM combined by optimal estimation) allows to investigate the effects of spec-20

troscopy and radiative transfer on profiles separately. The assumption of horizontal
homogeneous trace gas distributions can lead to errors in the retrieved profiles in par-
ticular at locations where strong horizontal gradients occur e.g. at the edge of polar
vortex. The combination of several SCIAMACHY limb scanning sequences simultane-
ously in one inversion constraint allows taking into account the spatial correlation be-25

tween these measurements and thereby improving the profile retrieval. The application
of a simultaneous inversion of consecutive limb scanning sequences for SCIAMACHY
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UV/vis measurements is demonstrated for the first time. It allows the correction for
cases with large horizontal gradients: concentrations and profile shape are corrected
in the true direction for both types of gradients (positive and negative). By combina-
tion of this 2-D approach and photochemical modelling, a more detailed correction for
horizontal gradients will be achieved in a future modification of the retrieval algorithm.5

For situation with practically no horizontal gradients no difference between the 1-D
and the 2-D retrieval is observed. A small distance between limb scanning sequences
improves the horizontal resolution of the measurements; therefore an instrument using
only UV/vis limb measurements i.e. without performing nadir observations in between
two limb scanning sequences would be an advantage and further improve the accuracy10

of the retrieved profiles.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the algorithm applied for profile retrieval.
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of the spatial sensitivity distribution. Contributing light paths are dis-
played. More crossing paths means higher sensitivity for a particular region.
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Fig. 3. Spatial correlation of two successive limb scanning sequences(right panel) together
with a geolocation map of the SCIAMACHY limb scanning sequences (left panel, taken from
SOST webpage: atmos.caf.dlr.de/projects/scops/). If the distance is small enough for the mea-
surement regions to partially overlap, as for scanning sequences indicated with red circle (left
panel), the measurement of the same air masses is made from different instrument positions.
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Fig. 4. One dimensional box AMFs for 435 nm plotted for 3 km thick boxes as function of the
tangent height. Illustration are for the 3rd scanning sequence (solar zenith angle: 84◦; solar
azimuth angle: −44◦ at the tangent point) in the descending part from North of an orbit of
SCIAMACHY in the middle of January (orbit 15 149 on 22 January 2005). The peak value
usually is located at the tangent height equal to the altitude of the “box” simulated.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between 1-D and 2-D box air mass factors. Values calculated for 435 nm
are plotted for an elevation with tangent height at 21 km. Illustrations are for the 3rd scanning
sequence (solar zenith angle: 84◦; solar azimuth angle: −44◦ at the tangent point) in the de-
scending part from North of an orbit of SCIAMACHY in the middle of January (orbit 15 149 on
22 January 2005). The latitudinal distribution of the air mass factor along the line of sight of the
instrument can be realized for 2-D box AMFs. Introducing 2-D AMFs in the retrieval is discretiz-
ing air masses measured not only in altitude but also in latitude. 1◦ of latitude corresponds to
∼119 –160 km depending on line of sight azimuth angle. Line of sight, normal of the Earth,
tangent point, and direction of Sun light are also shown in the figure.
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Fig. 6. 2-D AMFs for different elevations as modelled by the RTM model Tracy-II for 435 nm
(NO2) on the left panel and 380 nm (OClO) on the right panel. Values are plotted for the example
of the 3rd scanning sequence in the descending part from North of an orbit of SCIAMACHY
in the middle of January (orbit 15 149 on 22 January 2005). Normal from tangent point to the
Earth surface is indicated with a white line.
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Fig. 6. Continued.

23

Fig. 6. Continued.
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Fig. 7. Left panel shows geolocations of the tangent points for the limb scanning sequences of
the orbit 15 122 on 20 January 2005. The red box indicates the states for which the retrieval is
shown in the line plots in Fig. 8. Potential vorticity for the same day, 12:00 UT is displayed in
the right panel (ECMWF, 2000).
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Fig. 8. Comparison between retrieved profiles using 1-D approach (solid lines) and 2-D ap-
proach (dashed lines) for orbit 15 122 on 20 January 2005 for NO2 (left panel) and OClO (right
panel) for the first three northern states of descending part of the orbit (see also Figs. 7 and 9).
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Fig. 9. Comparison between retrieved profiles using 1-D approach (upper panel) and 2-D
approach (bottom line) for orbit 15 122 on 20 January 2005 for NO2 (left panel) and OClO (right
panel) for northern part of orbit 15 122 (see also Figs. 7 and 8). An improvement for the 2-D
retrieval with respect to the 1-D approach for the most northern states with higher latitudinal
resolution can be seen.
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Fig. 10. Comparison between retrieved profiles of NO2 made separately for every scanning
sequence i.e. applying 1-D box air mass factors (solid lines) or performing profile inversions for
all scanning sequences at the same time i.e. applying 2-D box air mass factors (dashed lines).
Results for the first 4 latitudinal regions (2-D retrieval) or scanning sequences (1-D retrieval) are
displayed as they follow from the North in blue, green, red and cyan. The results are displayed
for orbits 14 979 on 10 January 2005 (panel a), 15 080 on 17 January 2005 (panel b), 15 088
on 18 January 2005 (panel c) and 15 149 on 22 January 2005 (panel d ).
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Fig. 11. The same as in Fig. 10 but for OClO for orbits 14 951 on 8 January 2005 (panel a),
14 979 on 10 January 2005 (panel b), 15 088 on 18 January 2005 (panel c) and 15 149 on 22
January 2005 (panel d).
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Fig. 12. Comparison between retrieved profiles using 1-D approach (solid lines) and 2-D ap-
proach (dashed lines) for orbit 15 146 on 22 January 2005 for NO2 for the first three northern
states of descending part of the orbit.
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